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The long-awaited memoir by Fang Lizhi, the celebrated physicist whose clashes with the
Chinese regime helped inspire the Tiananmen Square protestsFang Lizhi was one of the most
prominent scientists of the People's Republic of China; he worked on the country's first nuclear
program and later became one of the world's leading astrophysicists. His devotion to science
and the pursuit of truth led him to question the authority of the Communist regime. That got him
in trouble.In 1957, after advocating reforms in the Communist Party, Fang -- just twenty-one
years old -- was dismissed from his position, stripped of his Party membership, and sent to be a
farm laborer in a remote village. Over the next two decades, through the years of the Great Leap
Forward and the Cultural Revolution, he was alternately denounced and rehabilitated, revealing
to him the pettiness, absurdity, and horror of the regime's excesses. He returned to more normal
work in academia after the death of Mao Zedong in 1976, but the cycle soon began again. This
time his struggle became a public cause, and his example helped inspire the Tiananmen Square
protests.Immediately after the crackdown in June 1989, Fang and his wife sought refuge in the
U.S. embassy, where they hid for more than a year before being allowed to leave the country.
During that time Fang wrote this memoir The Most Wanted Man in China, which has never been
published, until now. His story, told with vivid detail and disarming humor, is a testament to the
importance of remaining true to one's principles in an unprincipled time and place.
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notify the publisher at: .FOREWORDby PERRY LINKWhen , one of China’s most distinguished
scientists, began in 1986 to talk to his students about the “universal rights” of human beings, he
knew the risks. In those days, the use of the term “rights” in China was highly sensitive, even
dangerous, and three years later Fang would pay the price for his candor. He spent the last
twenty-two years of his life in exile from China, but his ideas, on their home turf, were not so easy
to stamp out: the concept of “rights” lived on, and it gradually became less perilous to mention
the word. In 2003, a “defend rights” movement took root among Chinese lawyers and activists,
and by the time of Fang’s death in 2012, factory workers, miners, petitioners, and even farmers
in small villages had begun to conceive and pursue their interests as “rights.” The trend had
grown beyond anything China’s rulers could reverse. It was a sea change and thus had many
causes; no person did it single-handedly, or could have. But if we ask which person, among the
many, did the most, the name must surely arise.A brilliant physicist, Fang was recruited out of
college to work on Mao Zedong’s project to build an atomic bomb. Later he became one of the
youngest people ever appointed to China’s Academy of Sciences. When he began speaking out
about human rights, he was already vice president of the prestigious University of Science and
Technology of China. It was the highest position from which anyone in China had ever stepped
out to be a “dissident.” Fang’s admirers have likened him to Andrei Sakharov (1921–1989), the
Soviet physicist who, like Fang, worked on nuclear weapons for a Communist state, later turned
to human rights advocacy and dissent, and eventually was punished by exile (internal in
Sakharov’s case, external in Fang’s). Sakharov won the Nobel Peace Prize in 1975. The
conditions of the Cold War, added to the fact that Russia has closer ethnic and cultural ties to
the West than China has, can explain why Sakharov is better known in the West than Fang is.
But they are kindred spirits, and Fang’s historical legacy is at least as large.For Fang as for
Sakharov, rights were implied by science. This book shows how, step by step, it was the axioms
of science—skepticism, freedom of inquiry, respect for evidence, the equality of inquiring minds,
and the universality of truth—that led Fang toward human rights and to reject dogma of every
kind, including, eventually, the dogma of the Chinese Communism that he had idealistically
embraced during his youth.Fang entered world headlines on February 27, 1989, the day after
the Chinese police had barred him and his wife, Li Shuxian, from attending a barbecue banquet
in Beijing to which U.S. president George H. W. Bush had invited them. They were in the news
again after the Tiananmen Square massacre of democracy advocates on June 4, 1989. Late at



night on June 5, staff from the U.S. embassy in Beijing, acting on instructions from the White
House, invited the Fangs, who were then at the top of a Chinese government “wanted” list, to
take refuge in the U.S. embassy. They accepted and stayed for thirteen months, sealed in a
secret location, while “the Fang problem” became a major headache in American foreign policy.
(On June 26, 1989, Fang received a note of support from Andrei Sakharov; this was six months
before Sakharov died.) In the final chapter of this book, Fang reveals the negotiations that led to
his and Li Shuxian’s release from the U.S. embassy. They went to England, and then to the
United States, where Fang settled at the University of Arizona and resumed his career as a
professor of astrophysics. He was teaching full time when he died.Many histories, biographies,
and works of fiction have been written about the saga of the Communist movement in modern
China—how it rose, inspired hope, and then brought disaster; how the Party survived, adapted,
got rich, and lumbered on. No book, though, does better than this one at giving a sense for what
the whole epic experience felt like from the inside. I say this for several reasons.For one, Fang is
a gifted writer. In high school he won essay contests, and the talent shows. His insights are
deep, he illustrates them in vivid detail, and he is utterly honest. Other Chinese writers can rival
him in some of these regards, but none can match his reach: from his early life in Beijing
alleyways to his encounters with top political leaders, it is the same astute, observant who is our
guide. He explains how water was delivered in premodern Beijing, how farmers catch pigs, and
why students at China’s leading technical university in the mid-1980s ate their meals standing
up. From personal experience of “labor reform,” he tells us how wells are dug by hand and how a
railroad construction crew rolls boulders down a mountainside without killing anybody. He
doesn’t flinch when the topics turn hideous: how victims of political persecution select their
means of suicide, and how people guard the gates at morgues to prevent wild dogs from eating
the corpses of their friends or relatives. The same matter-of-fact voice shows us a vociferous
public debate he has with Wan Li, one of China’s highest officials.He is as honest about himself
as on any other topic. Other Chinese intellectuals, when they look back at the 1950s and 1960s,
tend to see themselves—and rightly so—as victims of Mao Zedong and his regime. They often
do less well at explaining their original attraction to Communism. But not Fang. He explains how,
as a high school student in the late 1940s, he despised the corruption and incompetence of the
Nationalist government, was captivated by the prospect of Communism, and joined an
underground organization at a time when doing so could cost one’s life. On a rainy night in 1949
he stayed up past midnight at an outdoor stadium, literally dancing in anticipation of his first
chance to see Mao Zedong in person. In college, from 1952 to 1956, he fell deeply in love with
physics, with Communism, and with his girlfriend Li Shuxian, who was his classmate and herself
a physicist and sincere Communist. He saw his shining future resting on a tripod—physics,
Communism, girlfriend—each leg sturdy, each supporting the ideals of the other two.Soon,
though, the physics and Communism legs came into conflict. Science asked him to begin in
skepticism and to build knowledge by hypothesis, evidence, and proof—from the bottom up. In
Marxism class, on the other hand, he was given the right answers on the first day and told to



work from the top down. And there were other anomalies: for science, truths are universal; Mao
Zedong said that truth has a “class nature.” Science thrives on the free flow of information, but
the Communist organization directed information only to certain people and only under certain
conditions. These anomalies, at first only irritating, grew deeper as Fang’s college career moved
on. Then, in the late 1950s, intellectual quandary turned into real-world pain as Fang was torn
away from physics and from his girlfriend and sent to do labor in a small farming village in Hebei
Province. What most shocked him in the village was not his own suffering but the degradation of
the “peasants” who—it had been said in Marxism class—were the “vanguard of the revolution.”
Communist theory was suddenly revealed as a pompous abstraction.Fang’s disillusionment
grew deeper a few years later during another stint of labor reform, this one at a coal mine in
Anhui Province. There, at the bottom of a mine, his political faith hit bottom as well. He found that
the miners—the quintessential “laboring masses” in Communist imagery—were the victims, not
the agents, of the “proletarian dictatorship.” In this regard they were like the intellectuals: the
authorities exploited both groups, only in different ways.With Deng Xiaoping’s “reform and
opening” in the early 1980s, Fang gave the Party one more chance. He had been expelled in
1958, but he rejoined the Party and went around making speeches urging young scientists to do
so as well. His reason? Not that the Party was doing well, but almost the opposite: the Party
holds the reins of power, he argued, and this fact will not soon change; it does govern badly, but
this fact will change only if people with better ideas join and work from within.In 1983, on a trip to
Germany, Fang crossed from West Berlin to East and, immediately upon arrival, had the odd
feeling that he had been to this place before, even though he plainly had not. The streets were
gray, the monuments were pretentious, the border was policed. The whole atmosphere was all
too familiar. The guides wanted to sell him East German postage stamps and wanted to be paid
in Western hard currency. Marxist culture, he saw, can trump and homogenize national
cultures.Thirty years out of college, Fang was more strongly attached to science than ever, but
his attachment to Communism had completely disappeared. The process happened step by
step, despite his having granted the benefit of the doubt at every turn. First, Mao was a hero.
Then, no, Mao did some absurd things—but can’t the Party correct them? No, the Party turned
out to be an elite of self-interested power engineers—but doesn’t Marxism itself deserve better?
No, Marxism is not the answer; it apparently spreads the same shades of gray everywhere. After
1987, when Fang was expelled from the Communist Party for a second time, he found himself a
“dissident.” There seemed no other way.In describing the bloody Tiananmen Square repression
of June 1989, Fang sets the events against the wartime memories of his boyhood:Here’s what
happened: the central government of China mobilized 200,000 regular troops, supplied them
with regular military weaponry (tanks and submachine guns) and used regular military
formations and tactics to force an entry into its own capital city, territory that it already held.After
students and other civilians were massacred, Party leaders blamed Fang for starting the whole
thing by inspiring the students, and, as noted above, he and Li Shuxian took refuge inside the
residence of the U.S. ambassador to China.Confinement there was tight, but of course it was



better than prison, and it provided enough spare time for Fang to draft this book. “It seems a
good time,” he writes in his introduction, “whether in order to understand the past or to interpret
what will come next, to do a review of where I have been so far.” He began writing in October
1989 and finished the book shortly after leaving the embassy in June 1990. Li Shuxian has told
me that his routine in writing was to conceive one chapter at a time, organize its structure in his
mind, and then just sit down and write it out rather quickly. One can only marvel at his memory.
Working with no library, no Google search function, and very few notes, he named dates, times,
and places, and quoted from letters and documents, in ways that have held up extremely well
under my fact checking.Fang’s allies in the struggle for democracy and human rights in China
have sometimes misunderstood the depth of his devotion to science. It was always his north
star, however the rest of the heavens might spin. When he entered the U.S. embassy, some
activists criticized him for not choosing political martyrdom instead; when he exited the embassy,
some were disappointed that he turned down leading positions in the overseas Chinese
democracy movement in order to be a professor of astrophysics. But these criticisms reflect a
misunderstanding of the man. Throughout his life, Fang saw himself as a physicist who had
duties as a citizen. At several points in the 1980s he chose physics over opportunities to move
upward in Chinese officialdom. Later, during his exile years, he counseled young Chinese
democracy advocates against careers as “professional activists.” He advised them to be
physicists, computer technicians, teachers of Chinese, or whatever—and to be citizen activists
on the side.Fang himself had the capacity to do many things “on the side.” His powerful brain
enabled him to focus on a wide variety of topics beyond his academic pursuits. He sometimes
seemed charmed by his own good luck in having such a super-brain and played with it almost as
if it were a toy, pointing it here or there to see what would happen and then noting down the
interesting results. In this book he takes us on many and diverse short detours through topics in
both Chinese and Western learning. The history of science gets a great deal of comment. He
finds, for example, an uncanny convergence between passages in Galileo and in China’s
ancient Book of Documents on a conceptual point that undergirds modern relativity theory; he
explains how Johannes Kepler used pitch intervals and rhythms to describe the speeds and
oscillations of planetary movements and then relates the theory to problems of perspective in
viewing contemporary China; and he compares accounts of the different colors of stars in Sima
Qian’s Records of the Grand Historian (ca. 100 B.C.) to spectral measurements of star color in
modern physics. But he also addresses history more broadly. He recounts a visit to Malam
Jabba in Pakistan, where the seventh-century Chinese pilgrim Xuanzang, who traveled to India
in search of the true Buddhist scriptures, crossed the Karakoram range on his way back to
China. Fang’s account of Xuanzang, reaching back thirteen centuries, makes an ancient world
seem as vivid as today’s. On a trip to Japan, Fang learns how Chinese merchants who ventured
to Japan in the days when ocean travel depended on the prevailing winds were obliged to spend
half of each year, including festive New Year’s, in Nagasaki; as he paints their life there, one
almost feels that one is walking among those merchants.About once or twice per chapter,



Fang’s language turns lyrical, challenging its translator to capture its glow. Here, for example, is
how he describes his elation upon arriving at Peking University as a first-year student in 1952:It
stood at a civilized distance from the racket of the city, from the traffic noise and the hawkers’
calls, and seemed elevated to its own plane of purity. When I walked through the campus in the
cool air at night, past the semi-somnolent Nameless Lake and the Temple of the Flower
Goddess that graced its bank, past the majestic water tower that reached toward heaven, and
when I heard the bells that tolled occasionally from the clock pavilion, I had the feeling that all
these signs were augurs of my future, which, like the scenes themselves, would be peaceful,
harmonious, and boundless.Fang sometimes turns a bit mystical, almost religious. He wonders
at one point, with Immanuel Kant, if “the starry heavens above me” and “the moral law within me”
are related. Elsewhere, after he and Li Shuxian hike to a peak in the gorgeous Huangshan
Mountains, he writes:The top is like a small island that juts out toward space, holding its own,
bucking and tossing among the clouds that billow one moment and disperse the next as they
blow by. The air is thin, the wind chilly; this is the frontier of the secular world, the edge where the
cacophony of human loves and hates melts away. It reminded me of the “Paradiso” section of
The Divine Comedy, where the highest level in Heaven is occupied not even by God but only by
Dante, his lover Beatrice, and their limitless joy.Fang’s language is always graceful, and it
occasionally soars, but its most regular delights are its flashes of wit. He shows by example that
even a Maoist steamroller cannot annihilate a good sense of humor. Indeed, satire is his primary
weapon in combating—one might say dismantling—his primary adversary, whose image grows
sharper as his account proceeds. He calls this adversary dangju, which I translate alternately as
“the regime” or “the authorities.”Dangju is not necessarily particular people, or the same people
from one time to the next; it is the faceless authority that emanates from the top and ossifies the
thinking of everyone within its system. Here is one of Fang’s many stories about dangju
mentality: An astronomer at the Beijing Observatory is killed in an auto accident. The police want
to record it as an “accidental death,” not a “traffic death,” because their annual quota for traffic
deaths has already been filled and their year-end bonuses will be imperiled if reality does not
match state planning. Unfortunately, the astronomer’s family balks at the fiction and insists that a
traffic death be labeled a traffic death. Irritated, the police respond at the beginning of the next
year by hanging a banner outside the Beijing Observatory: STRUGGLE HARD TO FILL THIS
YEAR’S PLAN FOR THE NUMBER OF TRAFFIC DEATHS!Fang’s tools in lampooning dangju
are science and logic. Equipped with these, he fears nothing. He reads Hegel, for example, and
informs us, as if awe for Hegel had never occurred to him, that the philosopher’s
pronouncements on physics (he withholds judgment on other areas) are “pure poppycock and
utterly devoid of value for serious physicists.” His confidence holds up just as sturdily on the
street as it does in ivory towers. On February 26, 1989, that night when he and Li Shuxian were
stopped on their way to George H. W. Bush’s barbecue, they got out and prepared to walk the
remaining distance. Fang writes:After only a few steps, however, a bevy of plainclothes police
surrounded us to block the way. Their leader was a swarthy man with a rough manner—the very



image of the kind of “hit man” the police train. He stepped forward, hooked his arm roughly under
mine, and said, “I am the special agent in charge of all of security for the Bush visit. The
invitation list that the U.S. secret service gave to us does not include your two names, so you
cannot go to the banquet.”This told us several things. For one, it showed that the highest priority
of the highest-ranking agent in charge of security for the U.S. president was not the security of
the U.S. president.As examples of this kind accumulate—and there are many—the mentality of
dangju becomes clearer and more subtly explored than it is in any other book I have seen. The
China field now includes several biographies of Mao Zedong, Deng Xiaoping, and other top
leaders of China’s Communist movement; some of these books run to hundreds of pages in
length and cover the surfaces exhaustively, but they hardly penetrate the black boxes of dangju
thinking. Representatives of dangju do not give frank interviews, and the wordings of their formal
pronouncements are poor reflections, and often conscious dissimulations, of what they are
actually thinking. In the end, there is no better way into the black boxes than the one Fang
employs: observation of behavior, over many years, in different situations, and logical inference
from that behavior. The method sometimes yields extraordinarily penetrating insight, as when, at
the end of chapter 4, he likens Communist political theater to a high school drama, or, at the end
of chapter 16, when he explains why dangju represses suggestions from below even if the
suggestions are for things dangju itself wants.I knew fairly well and have sought, in my
translation, to convey his varying tones and moods accurately. Working with languages as
different as Chinese and English, it is impossible to achieve fidelity of this kind through word-by-
word matching. I have sought, instead, to use words and phrases that I think Fang himself might
have chosen if he had been writing in English for English speakers. This is inevitably a
presumptuous enterprise, and I apologize to his departed spirit for presuming to be up to it. But I
see no alternative. A more mechanical rendition would be less true to the eloquence and the
sprightly wit that the original offers to a reader of Chinese, and I want to be as loyal as I can be to
those things. I am grateful to Chin-fei Lee, Ming-tang Chen, Reiko Sato, and Tong Yi for help with
technical and colloquial terms, to Li Shuxian and Fang Ke for fact checking (in a very few places
I have supplemented the Chinese text with minor facts that Li Shuxian provided to me), to Peter
Bernstein for his skills as a literary agent, to Paul Golob for astute editing, and to Ke Chiang
Hsieh, who reviewed the whole manuscript for errors and infelicities. Any that remain are, of
course, my own.PERRY LINKRiverside, CaliforniaMay 2015INTRODUCTIONAs I sit down to
write these recollections of my personal experiences, some paradoxes occur. I am a fugitive and
in peril—but also fairly safe. Some people are hunting me as a criminal, while others are sending
me honors.The Chinese authorities have charged my wife, Li Shuxian, and me with “carrying out
counterrevolutionary propaganda and incitement” and have issued warrants for our arrest.
Officials in the Communist Party’s Department of Propaganda are repeating, a thousandfold at
all levels, the official version of us: we were “black hands behind the turmoil” and responsible for
the “rioting at Tiananmen.”Meanwhile, we receive a stream of letters from students, scholars,
and others—mostly people we don’t know, both inside China and in distant lands—and the



incessant messages are “We support you!” and “You are not alone!”In June of this year, two
major newspapers in Denmark and Sweden gave me their joint Politiken–Dagens Nyheter Peace
Award. In September, in Washington, D.C., I received the Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights
Award. In October, in Italy, the University of Rome gave me an honorary doctorate. In November,
in Belgium, University Libre Bruxelles will do the same. In December, the New York Academy of
Sciences is making me an honorary lifetime member.Yet, as I write, Li Shuxian and I are
concealed in a top secret hideaway inside the U.S. embassy in Beijing. Our rooms, although
intended only for “temporary refuge,” are comfortable. I have a separate study, and it is quiet. We
cannot see trees, the sky, or scenery of any sort, but occasionally we can hear the chirping of
birds. The table that I write on was not built to be a desk, but it is large enough, and I also have
pen and paper, a lamp, a typewriter, and a computer. If I get tired there are tea and coffee to perk
me up. The coffee comes both caffeinated and decaffeinated, and the tea can be either black
tea or oolong as I choose.Still, it would be hard to say we are at ease. The peril always looms.
Only a few dozen feet from where I now sit, on the other side of walls that block a person’s view,
police whose orders are to arrest us are patrolling twenty-four hours a day. They carry rifles.
They are unaware that their quarry is actually so near to them. But they do understand what a
rifle is for.It is, therefore, a constant condition of our lives that we do not know when a very abrupt
change might occur. Tomorrow? The next day? A few hours from now?And what, exactly, would
the change be? Upward? Downward? Forward? Backward? Success? Failure? Joy? Despair?
The only point on which certainty seems possible is that my life is poised for a major shift of one
sort or another. That being so, it seems a good time, whether in order to understand the past or
to interpret what will come next, to do a review of where I have been so far.October 27,
1989Beijing1. MY ANCESTORSI was born in Beijing on February 12, 1936—or, on the lunar
calendar, day twenty of the first month of the year called bingzi in the traditional sixty-year
cycle.The term “place of birth” has been something of a headache for me. Every time I have
applied for a Chinese passport, clerks have filled in the blank after “birthplace” with the words
“Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province.” Clerks do this because Chinese government personnel files do
not have a category called “birthplace.” They list only “native place,” which is a fundamentally
different concept. A native place is the home area of your forebears, not necessarily the place
where you were born. Somehow, though, it became standard procedure that the “birthplace”
blank on passport applications was always filled in with whatever showed as “native place” in
personnel files. The error has legs. Today, in a number of reference books around the world, my
birthplace is listed as Hangzhou.Until about a hundred years ago, it was largely true that
“birthplace” and “native place” needed no distinction in China. People did not wander far from
where they were born. The whole life cycle—birth, growth, decline, death—happened right
where you were. For tenant farmers, the earth they tilled was their entire world; landlords, too,
were pretty much bound to the land. Scholar-officials were the only ones who traveled much—to
other provinces or to the capital of the empire—but they almost always left their families at home
when they did so. It was a coveted goal, upon retirement, “to return in glory, clothed in silk, to the



native place.” Even people who did not achieve such honor wanted to go home to die, like
“leaves falling onto roots,” as the proverb had it. If for some reason one died far from home, one
risked turning into a wandering ghost, never to be at ease in either this world or the next.The
glory of a family could be seen in the geomancy, or fengshui, of its ancestral graveyard. “Cleave
to the land and be content” was an unwritten ethical principle. Most of the premodern
“migrants” (to use a modern term) in fact were criminals, who were punished by banishment to
remote places and prohibited from returning home. They were the true, albeit unwilling, pioneers
in premodern Chinese society. But in modern times, the idea of remaining contentedly on one’s
piece of land began to disintegrate. More and more Chinese have taken the “path of criminals”
and departed their native places. If you were to take a survey in a major Chinese city today, I
think you would find that more than half of the people have a birthplace that is different from their
native place.In 1934–35 the Chinese Communist Party made its famous Long March, in which
tens of thousands of people trekked about eight thousand miles from Jiangxi Province to Yan’an
in Shaanxi Province. As seen from the viewpoint of traditional Chinese culture, a major
consequence of the Long March was that it uprooted a large number of people from their native
places. Since the Communists have always glorified the Long March, one might expect them to
accept the idea of people departing their native places. This makes it all the stranger that after
they came to power, they still chose to identify their subjects by “native place” instead of
“birthplace.” This shows how strong the Chinese cultural preference is for identification with
ancestral lands. Even in modern Communist government files, that’s where a person “belongs.”In
fact, my own ancestral lands were not really Hangzhou but Huizhou, a place that takes pride in
its proximity to the magnificent Huangshan Mountains, one of the most scenic areas in all of
China south of the Yangzi River. Huizhou is also home to the highest concentration of Fangs in
all of China. Fang is not a particularly common surname, but there are some villages in She
County, in Huizhou, where literally every person is named Fang. In 1986, when I was vice
president of the University of Science and Technology of China, local Communist Party officials
in Huizhou began inviting me to visit and to “look up my relatives.” They claimed that they had
researched the question and found that I was closely related to the Fangs in their particular area,
so it was appropriate—no, it was my duty—to pay tribute to my ancestors and to visit my living
kin. Their not-so-hidden motive was to use my status as a scholar and university vice president
to harvest a bit of glory, even be it empty glory, for their local area. Their plans went awry in
January 1987 when I was expelled from the Communist Party, fired as vice president of the
university, and demoted to the Beijing Observatory. After that, I wasn’t of much use in the quest
for glory, and the invitations stopped coming. There is something to the old adage that “the
number of one’s relatives is not fixed; it rises and falls with one’s fortunes.”As it happened, I went
to Huizhou three times during 1987 anyway, without any local invitations, because three
scholarly conferences related to my work were held there. I knew a bit about my Huizhou
ancestors, and these trips allowed me to get reacquainted. My branch of the Fang family had
lived in Huizhou until the generation of my paternal grandfather, who left the area in the late



nineteenth century. My parents told me that he had set out for the city of Hangzhou all by himself
when he was only seven or eight years old. He never returned, and by now I do not have a single
verifiable relative living in Huizhou.She County town, in the heart of Huizhou, had no modern
buildings when I visited in 1987. The city gates and the streets looked like antiques, even fossils.
The stream that flowed along the city wall was still crystal clear; it showed no sign of the pollution
that the modern world had brought elsewhere. A stone bridge about three hundred feet long that
spanned the stream had been built more than a hundred years earlier with funds donated by a
wealthy widow, and its only sign of modernity was that an automobile occasionally passed over
it. Most of the streets were still paved with stone slabs, not asphalt. The most conspicuous
structure on the city’s main street was a great stone arch, blackened by time, a monument to the
eternal glory of a lettered family that had produced a scholar who had once scored highest in the
imperial examinations and had entered the emperor’s personal secretariat, the revered Hanlin
Academy.The Huizhou region had produced many scholars. Traditional Chinese literati honored
“the four essential tools”—paper, writing brushes, ink, and ink stones—and Huizhou or its
environs were famous for producing prized varieties of three of the four: Xuan paper, Hui ink, and
Hu brushes. I cannot, alas, find any evidence that the Fangs of Huizhou ever produced an
outstanding scholar. (My research may be insufficient here; I may be sullying my ancestors.)
Anyway, to the extent to which I myself can be called an intellectual, it’s probably not because of
any genes I inherited from Huizhou Fangs.“Genetic inheritance,” in Chinese thinking, can fall
under the heading of “it has always been that way.” The general principle is that for any
phenomenon whatsoever, if you can find something in the past that resembles it, then you have
an airtight explanation for why it exists today. This reasoning cannot explain why I turned out to
be an astrophysicist. But, according to some people, it can explain why I was expelled from the
Communist Party and fired from my job in 1987. It was an example of “it has always been that
way.”The specific reference here was to Fang La, probably the most famous of the Fangs of
Huizhou, who was executed in the year 1121 after leading a rebellion against the Song Dynasty.
The rebellion arose in Huizhou and at its peak spread to parts of Anhui, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and
Jiangxi Provinces; then it lost steam and shrank back to Huizhou, where Fang La was eventually
captured and killed. For some of my friends, this story from history became the basis for their
“hypothesis” that Fang Lizhi’s rebellious streak toward China’s ruling regime is an inheritance
from his distinguished rebel forebear, Fang La. Accordingly, during one of those 1987
conferences in Huizhou, they decided to “test” their hypothesis by organizing a trip, and inviting
me along, to the Qiyun Mountains in Yi County, to the Cavern of Fang La—which was said to
have been the rebel’s last stronghold.The cavern itself is not very big and is located on a steep
cliff that is difficult to ascend. One can see why it was an ideal place for a last stand—it was hard
to attack and easy to defend. Inside the cavern there was no longer any evidence of spear or
scimitar, blood or rage; the only faint signs of anything at all were some charred rocks, but who
could say whether those were from the fires of Fang La or from more recent visitors?The only
trail to the cavern passes by a stone monument that has been erected to the intrepid rebel. The



stone is a homely thing, sturdy and thick, and its inscription is in coarse, unrefined calligraphy.
Still, there is no denying that this was the largest monument of any kind to any Fang of Huizhou,
and even though it was well known that Fang La had been little more than a big bandit, that
“hypothesis” about my being his descendant still lurked in my mind. So I stopped next to the
monument and allowed my friends to take a few photos. But the question of whether I was
biologically descended from Fang La is something I never seriously looked into. After the visit to
Huizhou, my interest in the question dwindled.My grandfather was neither a Huizhou literatus
nor a rebel like Fang La, but a merchant. Huizhou has a long, proud tradition of commerce. This
is a strange fact, because the Huizhou area, with its rugged hills and winding roads, is not
transportation-friendly. The first railroad line was completed only in 1987—and it ran no express
trains. But no matter: for about six centuries, Huizhou commerce was sufficiently dominant in the
middle and lower reaches of the Yangzi River that the term “Hui merchants” became standard in
historical records.Commerce is also what led Huizhou people to begin migrating away from their
native places. My grandfather, when he moved from Huizhou to Hangzhou, was part of a small
tide.I never met my grandfather; he died several years before I was born. To me he was always a
sort of legend. I don’t even know exactly what all of his given and assumed names were. What I
do know is that I never heard anything but praise for him from my parents or from anyone else in
their generation. They all told me how Grandfather, while still very young, left She County to work
as an apprentice to a Hui merchant in Hangzhou and how, being smart, hardworking, and ready
to help others, he had thrived and prospered until, in his later years, he was owner of several
businesses. In terms of class analysis, he was an early-stage capitalist.This question of his
“class background” lingers in my mind for a special reason. When I joined the Communist Party
in the early 1950s, my grandfather’s class status and history were the grounds on which I gave
him some severe posthumous tongue-lashings. Even though he was long gone by the time I
grew up, and even though I inherited nothing from him (after his death his wealth dissipated fairly
quickly among his relatives and friends), my blood relationship with him still made me the
“grandson of a Hui merchant.” In Marxism, merchants are exploiters and must be denounced.
My grandfather especially needed to be denounced because one of his businesses was a
pawnshop, and pawnshops were super-exploitative things that deserved nothing but
eradication. (Actually, what Chinese pawnshops did was only a more primitive form of the
secured lending that banks do today.) The purpose of my denunciations of my grandfather when
I joined the Party was to repudiate the class inheritance that he presumably had passed on to
me. In fact, his actual influence on me had been no greater than that of Fang La.If my
impressions of my grandfather are sketchy, this in part is because my father himself was young
when he left my grandfather’s home in Hangzhou and headed to Beijing. My father, Fang
Chengpu (also named Fang Xingsun), was born in 1912, the year after the Qing Dynasty fell and
the first year of the Republic of China. China’s ancient culture seemed to be falling apart in those
years, and my father decided to make a break with his family’s traditions in commerce. He chose
study, and moreover chose to venture far from Hangzhou and do his studying in Beijing.I have



never been clear on exactly why he did this. I did have plenty of time in which to find out,
because, during the forty-seven years between my birth in 1936 and his death in 1983, we were
never far apart. But he rarely spoke to us children about his personal history, especially about his
thinking during his youth, so I can’t even say whether his early attraction to Beijing was to the old
Beijing or to the new Beijing. Beijing in the 1920s contained the oldest of China and the newest,
the most conservative and the most progressive. It was the repository of the culture that the
capital of an empire had accumulated during seven centuries of dynastic rule; but it was also the
birthplace of China’s modern scholarship and the fount of new trends in thought. Which of these
two had attracted my father? Both, perhaps? By the time I was old enough to wonder such
things, I could never observe him saying anything that was either especially conservative or
particularly radical. His philosophy toward the world, which remained remarkably consistent
through all kinds of ups and downs, seemed to be: pay no attention, do not care, don’t be
moved, don’t get involved. But on the other hand, something must have caused him to set out for
Beijing—alone, and only sixteen years old—to study. His move was not necessarily the boldest
the Fang clan had ever seen, but it was highly unusual. Almost all the other offspring of my
grandfather’s extended family stuck close to the patriarch in Hangzhou.My mother, Shi Peiji,
married into the family and then became one of the ones who stuck close to the patriarch. She
lived inside my grandfather’s Hangzhou household while my father went to the university in
Beijing. Both of my elder brothers, Fang Nianzhi and Fang Fuzhi, were born inside that
patriarchal home. But then my grandfather died and his wealth quickly disappeared. My father,
who had been relying on my grandfather to finance his studies, could no longer make ends meet
and had to quit. He left the university in 1934 and, looking for ways to support himself, eventually
found a job with the Ministry of Railways. He brought my mother and brothers to Beijing and set
up his own separate little household. I was the first of my siblings to be born in Beijing.For that
reason I never got more than vague impressions of life in a big traditional-style Chinese family. In
Beijing we were a small family and didn’t even have any relatives living in the vicinity. We children
saw none of the comings and goings of kin that are a normal part of Chinese big-family life. It
was only when I visited Hangzhou that I got a better sense of my extended family—or, at least, a
sense of what it once had been. Even now when I go back to Hangzhou, or even to the general
area of Hangzhou, I get the sense of being immersed in a sea of relatives who appear and
disappear under various labels—Younger Male Cousin This, Second Maternal Auntie That, and
so on. All four of my grandparents lived in Hangzhou, and they seem to have had descendants
of every possible kind. To make matters worse, there were all sorts of lateral interconnections. I
often felt embarrassed to meet my relatives because I wasn’t sure exactly how I was related—
and this mattered, because it meant I didn’t know the right word in Chinese to use in addressing
them. For someone like me, who grew up in a nuclear family, the complex web of family
nomenclature was always somewhat mystifying. This also might be why, every time I tried to
read the great Chinese novel Dream of the Red Chamber, I never got very far. All those family
relationships, and the complex network in which they were embedded, seemed alien to me, hard



to empathize with—and hence boring.I don’t know how much the ethical values in Chinese
tradition have to do with these complex family networks, and I am not sure, either, that they
represent the “essence” of Chinese culture. I do know that I am grateful to my parents for the
wonderfully simple environment—parents and siblings only—in which I grew up.Family webs
aside, I have always been very fond of Hangzhou. Other than the cities in which I have worked, it
is the one with which I am most familiar. In my youth, my siblings and I often traveled from Beijing
to Hangzhou to visit my grandparents; later on, we brought our aging mother to visit her relatives
there. The Hangzhou rail station became a very familiar place to me. My parents’ wedding took
place in the Hangzhou rail station hotel.Their marriage was arranged by their families. This was
the norm at the time. But the wedding photos show my mother in a white Western-style gown,
not the flowery red dress of Chinese tradition.My mother, born in 1911, was a year older than my
father. Her impulses were different from his, too. She went to high school—a bold move for a
woman in her day—and told me that during the Northern Expedition in 1926, she and some
female classmates took to the streets chanting slogans like “Down with the foreign powers and
out with the warlords!” If the guiding principle of my father’s philosophy was “Stay the same no
matter what happens around you,” my mother’s principle was “Watch what happens and make a
difference.” In the several decades I spent with my father, I could not notice even a slight change
in the way he approached life. He never spoke of making any difference; he didn’t even express
opinions on events in the news. The only thing I ever saw him get exercised about—and this was
only rarely—was the need for a drink. By contrast, my mother could, and did, change her life
patterns radically as different needs arose. She surprised us. At first she seemed to us only an
ordinary mom and housewife, but in the 1950s she suddenly turned into things like National
Model Worker in Childhood Education and Delegate to the All-China Women’s Federation. But
then later on, just as abruptly, she set activities like those aside and went back to being an
ordinary housewife—or house granny, I should say, because she took charge of the third
generation, my children and those of my siblings—ten altogether, on her second go-round at
parenting, after six of her own. My word “ordinary” of course is not right.Where my mother got
her activist philosophy is a puzzle to me. Her family story is even more convoluted and hard to
figure out than my father’s. Her father was from Huzhou, famous for its writing brushes. But
neither he nor his wife—my grandmother—spoke with a pure Zhejiang accent. My grandmother
had a strong Cantonese twang that announced to anyone within earshot that she had grown up
somewhere in Guangdong. My mother told me that she herself grew up not in Hangzhou but in
Sichuan. Her taste for spicy food, which she passed on to me, is probably a result of her
childhood there.Both of my grandparents on my mother’s side must have been from the families
of officials, or at least of government clerks or secretaries. This would be the only way to explain
why they had lived in different places and had absorbed such different accents. My mother once
mentioned to me that her father had told her that his branch of the Shi family included the
famous Shi Kefa, who had defended the city of Yangzhou during the fall of the Ming Dynasty in
the 1640s. But this might have been just family lore—a way to enhance clan glory or to establish



how long the unbroken line of officials was in the Shi family. In any case, my mother said that her
father had served in official posts at the county and province levels during the early Republican
years, and this must have been right, because she followed him both to Jiangxi and to Sichuan,
and that would not have happened unless he had held posts at the county level or higher. My
clearest childhood impression of my mother’s father, as relayed through my mother, was that he
had blue eyes that could strike terror into people when he got angry. Later I met him and saw
that, sure enough, he did have gleaming dark-blue eyes.Even though we often stayed with my
grandfather during childhood visits to Hangzhou, I have very few personal recollections of him
other than the austere presence that he projected. He had given himself the name Shi Jiulong
(Nine Dragons Shi), apparently to reinforce his gravitas. He walked with a slight limp, which was
said to be the result of an injury sustained in falling off a train, but to us it only added to his
authoritative air. He lived separately from his wife, which I think was the result of his keeping too
many mistresses. During his later years, the last of these women moved in to live with him. My
mother addressed her as “New Auntie,” and we children called her “Little Granny.” We knew that
she had no children, but knew nothing else about her.In short, my ancestral family in Hangzhou,
in my child’s mind, was always hazy and mysterious. I was aware that its members were
supposed to be my nearest and dearest, and I knew, too, that my two brothers had been born in
the Hangzhou home. But it all seemed extremely distant compared to my Beijing home. The
extended family seemed too large, and unfathomable. The buildings that the family inhabited
seemed unfathomable, too.The Hangzhou homes of both sets of my grandparents were near
Chengtou Xiang. A bit more than a hundred years ago, Hangzhou was the scene of ferocious
battles between the Taiping rebels and the Qing rulers. Most of the structures in the city were
burned or demolished. After the devastation, the whole Chengtou Xiang area was rebuilt, and
from then on it remained largely intact and unchanged. By the time I visited my grandparents’
homes, the neighborhoods were almost a hundred years old. Their wooden door frames,
window casings, and gutters were black and decaying, and some of the walls tilted to one side.
Once the resplendent homes of officials, they now exuded gloom. The courtyards were small,
and the paths and corridors that led to them were sinuous and complicated. To a child like me,
who was accustomed to simple rooms in a single house, all of this seemed darkly terrifying. My
mother was not superstitious, and in our daily lives in Beijing she never showed any sign of belief
in ghosts or spirits; but every time she spoke to us of the family home in Hangzhou, she insisted
that she had seen ghosts in it. I do not believe that she really saw ghosts; but I do believe that,
growing up inside that dark and dilapidated, deep and unfathomable hundred-year-old mansion,
with its crooked corridors and slanting walls, she honestly thought that she had.I thank my
parents for letting me be born in a place free from infestation by ghosts. I was born in Beijing,
away from all of those fetters and shadows.My father died in March 1983, and we deposited his
ashes in the mourning hall of a cemetery near Babaoshan on the western outskirts of Beijing.
Within a month I began—subconsciously at first—to feel uneasy about this decision. Should his
ashes be in a mourning hall in Beijing, physically so far from those of family and friends? I



discussed the matter with my mother, who agreed with me, so I insisted that we send the ashes
back to Hangzhou. The experience made me realize how deeply the notion that “Hangzhou is
home” had sunk into my consciousness, even though I had not grown up there. In May, when Li
Shuxian and I were invited to give lectures at Hangzhou University, we took the opportunity to
bring my father’s ashes along with us, and, bringing my mother, too, we deposited them in his
native place, where they belong.I personally selected my father’s final resting place on a slope in
the South Mountains, to the southeast of Hangzhou city. The site is in the shade of some pine
trees halfway up Yuhuang Mountain. Our stone monument to him is backed by the mountain, on
the other side of which lies the famous West Lake. Lying before it is the wide Qiantang River,
along whose banks run the tracks of the Zhejiang–Jiangxi rail line. As I stood in the cool
mountain breezes that wafted by, gazed at glittering ripples on the river in the distance, and felt
the stillness that was broken only by the occasional low rumble of a passing train, my
subconscious unease about my father’s loneliness melted completely away. He had given me
my life in Beijing, and I had now brought his spirit back to his home.On our lecture trip, Li
Shuxian and I did not stay in the old family home. My grandparents had all passed away by then,
and we stayed in a modern hotel. As I sensed a new distance from the old family, I also felt,
strangely, more intimate toward Hangzhou as a city. Perhaps it was the release from the burdens
of family protocol, which had been so constricting during my youth, that finally allowed me to
enjoy the beauty of my parents’ hometown.Hangzhou has, of course, always been beautiful. On
this trip the feelings came over me that I knew the beauty of the city and that it indeed was my
hometown. I remembered times when our mother brought us to the shores of West Lake. It was
so much prettier than the lake at the Summer Palace in Beijing, with its presumptuous airs of
imperial power. At the West Lake shore, what lay before you were mountains and the glittering
lake, crisscrossed with pleasure boats and reflecting the images of pagodas, the whole scene
as leisured and pleasant as you could imagine; behind you were rows of shops of every color,
offering exquisite local crafts, as fine and brilliant as were to be had. I recalled a time, before I
was even ten, coming to West Lake with cousins and going out in a boat to harvest water
chestnuts. They were so plentiful at the time, and so easy to harvest! I remember, too, the first
time I climbed Chenghuang Mountain to visit its famous temple, of which my deepest
impressions as a child were of its two guard-demons outside—terrifying but simultaneously
comical, because one was painted a ridiculously white white and the other a ridiculously black
black.Gu Mountain, or “Mount Isolate,” which stood at the end of White Dike, had always
attracted Hangzhou’s literati. I wonder if my father’s attitude of transcendence might have
originated there, in the Pavilion for Releasing Cranes. He used to bring me to Mount Isolate to
visit the famous literati engraving club called the Xiling Seal Society. He liked to go there
because he was a collector of seals as well as an engraver himself. It was under his influence
that I, too, learned how to carve seals—not to the level of the Xiling Society, of course; but still, if
you were to trace things back, I would count as a disciple in that tradition.There were places in
Hangzhou that had been off-limits to me as a child. During our 1983 visit, our hosts at Hangzhou



University brought us to see one of them. It was Wangzhuang, formerly one of Mao Zedong’s
vacation villas. Mao had been dead for several years, but it still remained closed to the public.
Our hosts had to use special connections to get us into the mysterious place. It lay on a large
plot of sheltered lakeshore and was enveloped by thick bamboo, through the shifting leaves of
which the lake was visible. It was said that Mao, on one of his visits, had gotten out of his car and
casually commented that “the wind is really brisk here,” after which the building was expanded
so that, on its next approach, the chairman’s vehicle could be driven directly inside it. And in fact,
the main building was huge. (The quarters that had been used by Mao’s bodyguards were being
converted into a hotel for ordinary citizens.) If one peers across the lake from Wangzhuang, one
can get a glimpse of Mao’s other villa (he had two in Hangzhou); the other one was Liuzhuang,
which a few decades earlier had been Chiang Kai-shek’s vacation palace.The breezes on West
Lake always carry a gentle bouquet that arises from the combination of the lotus, water chestnut,
and floating duckweed that live in the lake. At Wangzhuang, the scent of bamboo added to the
pleasant aroma. The mud at the bottom of the lake, on the other hand, was not so pleasant.
Lotus and water chestnut plants, no matter how fragrant at the surface, die and rot as all plants
do, sink to the bottom, and, if you dig them up, stink. As they lie on the bottom, though, they do
no harm to the pleasant scent at the water’s surface; indeed they supply the nutrient-rich mud
that nourishes the next generation of fragrant lotuses and water chestnuts. Out with the old, in
with the new—nature’s cycle is so reasonable, so fair. And how could the pleasant fragrance be
kept so constant? Can we imagine what the lake would smell like if all the generations of lotus
and water chestnut plants refused to sink to the bottom but just stayed, decaying, at the top?The
thought reminds me of China. The country’s history is indeed very long. The ancestors are
innumerable and their heroic accomplishments are even more uncountable; their accumulated
glory cannot be denied. The only trouble is that, having passed away, they are unwilling to sink to
the bottom of history’s lake. The four-thousand-year-old legacy of China’s glorious past still
floats on top. We move only from “Confucius says…” to “Chairman Mao teaches us…” Does this
allow growing room for new life? It is time for the masters of Wangzhuang and Liuzhuang
(without asking whether it was fragrance or something else that they emitted during their
lifetimes) to sink to the bottom of the lake and assist the mud in doing its thing. Just imagine
what it would be like, on the day when China’s first free election finally arrives, if all of the
ancestors and heroes of the past were unwilling to step aside but crowded up to the ballot box to
dominate the vote. Wouldn’t that be our haunted house again, crowded with its ghosts and
demons?I honor my ancestors. I respect them. But they are too tired. It is time for them to sink to
the bottom, be at rest, fertilize. The Leifeng Pagoda near Wangzhuang collapsed a few decades
ago—struck by lightning, they say. It is also said that lightning is sly but fair: it tends to target
dead trees and limbs, ones that are on the way out anyway, and does the same to the older and
more decrepit of the buildings and towers that mankind has built. Nature has it right, I think: we
should let collapse things that are ready to collapse, let rot the things that are rotting, and let die
things ready to die, no matter how splendid their glory, be it real or false, once was. Even if we



oppose the disintegration, we will fail. Eventually it will happen anyway.I was lucky. I was born
into a Beijing family that was a fresh offshoot of a disintegrating clan from Huizhou and
Hangzhou. None of my ancestors—from Fang La in a mountain holdout to the authentic war
hero Shi Kefa, down to my paternal grandfather the savvy merchant and my maternal
grandfather the triumphant government official—could use the glorious past to suffocate my
chances to grow.2. MY HOME IN BEIJINGFrom 1936 to 1952—until the age of sixteen—I lived
in a family home in Beijing. At first there were five of us: two parents, two older brothers, and me.
My eldest brother, Nianzhi, died young, and I have no memories of him. Then came Fuzhi (born
1934), then me. Later three sisters arrived: Yingzhi (born 1939), Yunzhi (born 1941), and Pingzhi
(born 1946). This brought us to seven regular family members, but two more, my father’s mother
and a widowed aunt, also joined temporarily during the early 1940s. Those two ladies both
eventually returned to the family home in Hangzhou.If the value of a home environment were
measured in the number of spectacular events it produced, then mine would rank very low. My
first sixteen years, at least in my memory, were utterly ordinary—no dramatic ups or downs and
nothing that I remember as either especially joyful or painful. Everything was routine: getting up
in the morning, eating the breakfast that Mother had made, carrying to school the lunch that she
had made, going to classes, and then coming home to eat the dinner she made. Life went on,
year after year, like the turning of a dharma wheel: steady, unchanging, monotonous.In the larger
society, though, those sixteen years were anything but. They were filled with turmoil: the War of
Resistance (World War II) from 1937 to 1945, the Chinese civil war from 1946 to 1949, and the
Korean War that began in 1950. Beijing in those years had three different political authorities: the
Japanese occupation government (1937–45), the Nationalists’ “Northern Headquarters for the
Extermination of Bandits” (1946–48), and, after the Ping jin Campaign in the winter of 1948–49,
Communist rule. Hardly any Chinese household could avoid the scourge of war. Many families,
especially in the major cities, saw disaster in varying kinds and degrees: interruption of
schooling, unemployment, flight, exile. The living were forced apart, while those who died took
their leaves forever. Our family, too, struggled to survive, but—call it a small miracle—my own
childhood and adolescence somehow escaped major misfortune. For sixteen years I never had
to miss a day of school, never had to flee anything, and never saw a dead body. The contrast
with my later years, which were free of war but saw me knocked about by calamities of other
kinds, makes me wonder about God’s mischievousness in planning my life.How can we explain
the odd serenity of my youth? It was as if I were riding in Noah’s ark. But who provided the
protection? Heaven? Earth? Certain people? Protection in the outside world had something to
do with the ancient city of Beijing, I think. The human protection came from my parents.First, the
outside protection. In the uncountable wars and invasions that Beijing has been through in its
history, its inner city has almost always been spared. The war with Japan broke out at the Marco
Polo Bridge on the southwest edge of Beijing in 1937, but guns and cannon during the following
eight years of combat did not reach to the inner city. During the civil war, at one point, artillery
was stationed throughout Beijing, but the firing ended after just a few salvos. At no time has the



heart of Beijing experienced aerial bombardment or (until June 1989) massacre. Beijing was
often the prize over which wars and battles raged, while the city itself, at the center, remained
calm. Very few physical scars of war can be found inside Beijing. The most visible relic (which I
found fascinating as a boy) was a broken arrow that was lodged in the wooden placard over the
Xinhua gate at Zhongnanhai. It was said to have been shot there by the rebel leader Li Zicheng
in 1644.Indeed, Beijing seemed to have a magical deterrent power, something strong enough to
deflect approaching disasters large or small. By entering the Forbidden City and standing inside
that most expansive of the world’s grand imperial palaces, one could sense this power, while
appreciating as well one’s own smallness and beginning to feel dominated. The ancient city, with
its seven-hundred-year tradition as the center of an empire, had an intimidating dignity. This may
be why fighters of wars and battles quailed as they approached Beijing, or were diverted to one
side or another, bypassing the city’s heart. However valorous in battle, invaders seemed
reluctant to use Beijing as a battleground.This strange power of Beijing does much to explain
why its residents, especially those born and raised in the city, have such a visceral attachment to
it and will do anything to stay there. The special Beijing draw, added to the natural conservatism
of northerners in general, makes it no mystery that Beijing people tend to resemble their city
itself: self-satisfied, stolid, immovable, and set in patterns that not even war can easily
disrupt.My parents were originally southerners and did not have the stay-put-at-all-costs
mentality of Beijing natives. But when war arrived they made the same choice: respond to big
change by refusing to change. I cannot say why they decided not to flee when the Japanese
invaded Beijing in 1937; I was only one year old at the time. But in 1948, when the civil war was
closing in on Beijing, I was twelve, and I can remember that many families were leaving the city.
Wealthy families found it relatively easy to pick up and leave, and even not-so-wealthy families,
like ours, were heading elsewhere to escape gunfire or, should the city fall under siege, famine.
My parents had friends and relatives who lived more or less out of harm’s way in parts of Jiangsu
and Zhejiang, and we could have fled there if my parents had wished. But in the end they made
the same decision as the diehard Beijingers: don’t flee and don’t move—just cling to your patch
of hallowed ground. The result was that my childhood and adolescent years passed inside the
eye of some raging storms.We lived at three different addresses. The first, where I was born,
was at Etiquette Alley in the Western City. I have no memory at all of the place. My earliest
memories are of the second address, at Messenger Alley, also in the Western City. After the
victory in the war with Japan, we moved again, this time to Libo Barracks in the Eastern City, and
we did not move after that.Beijing people paid a lot of attention to addresses. The city had been
an imperial capital for seven hundred years, and its physical structure reflected a single purpose:
service of the emperor and imperial power. An address said everything about a family’s function
and standing. Broadly speaking, the city had three regions: the inner city, the outer city, and the
area outside the wall. The area outside the wall was for nondescript commoners; it was also the
location of the barracks of the capital guards. The outer city was home to lower-ranking Beijing
residents and was the bailiwick of street performers and entertainers, peddlers, vendors, and



fortune-tellers—all sorts of people. It was also the red-light district and the imperial execution
grounds. The inner city—which was a square about three miles on each side—was like a giant
suite of offices. Its streets ran straight north and south, and east and west, like a coordinate grid.
At the center, the grid’s “origin,” was the Hall of Great Harmony, the seat of the emperor, in the
Forbidden City. An imaginary vertical line through that origin separated the Eastern City from the
Western City. A family’s address—its coordinates on the grid—said everything about its status
within the grand suite of offices. In general, the closer to the origin, the higher the status and the
more important the office—although, in general, the Eastern City somewhat outranked the
Western City. The names of the various streets and alleys often reflected the ranks and duties of
the imperial minions who lived on them.By the time I grew up, the imperial system had officially
been defunct for three decades, but the ethic of “who you are depends on where you live”
remained very much alive. Our family’s addresses broadly matched our social rank. The first
address, Etiquette Alley, likely got its name because imperial servants in charge of ceremonial
arrangements lived there. The second, Messenger Alley, was home to baozi, the couriers whose
special role was to bring people good news—of promotions, success in civil service exams, the
bestowal of imperial favors, and the like. In return for their good tidings, these runners expected
big tips. One of our neighbors on Messenger Alley, just two doors away, was Cheng Yanqiu, one
of the four great Peking Opera stars of the time. And this, too, was fitting: in the imperial world,
performers of Cheng’s caliber were also good-news messengers of a kind: it was their duty to
sing congratulations on birthdays and other festive occasions.I can’t say for sure what our third
address, Libo Barracks, was all about. It may be that a detachment of special police agents was
stationed there, because it was right next to Iron Lion Alley, which was hardly an ordinary place.
Under Qing rule, Iron Lion Alley was headquarters for the Capital Defense Corps. It was where
Sun Yat-sen stayed when he visited Beijing and the place from which the warlord Duan Qirui
ruled Beijing in the mid-1920s. The massacre of March 18, 1926, when the Duan government
opened fire and killed dozens of protesters, took place there. Later, during the Japanese
occupation, it was also where the Japanese stationed their military police. In 1946 it was
headquarters for the joint military command of the United States, the Nationalists, and the
Communists. There were, in short, plenty of reasons why our street might have been
“barracks.”All three of our addresses reflected our social standing within that still-imperial-
flavored system. We were a bit below the middle and a bit higher than the bottom. Our financial
condition was also roughly in that range. My father held ordinary posts in the Treasury
Department of the Ministry of Railways until he eventually reached the level of section head. His
salary, which in the 1930s was eighty silver dollars a month (about one fifth of what a university
professor got) provided the entirety of our family’s support. That left us hardly wealthy, but—at
least as far as I can calculate in retrospect—in no dire need, either. The best evidence of “no dire
need” is that I am alive today. Let me explain.The aspect of my childhood that my mother later
talked about most was the string of illnesses that I had during the first three years of my life.
Whooping cough, dysentery, tuberculosis, water on the lungs—I had them all, and maybe some



other things, too. Mother said that I once got so sick that she gave up hope that I could be
revived. Infant mortality in China was common at the time, and “unrevivable children” were not
unusual. Many families had had the experience, so I was lucky to have pulled through. I find it
hard to believe, though, that my mother ever really did, as she said, give up hope, because she
also told me that she was constantly taking me for treatment to the famed Peking Union Medical
College (PUMC) hospital. Even when I was going to college, doctors and nurses at PUMC could
remember me. They asked my mother how I was doing and commented that they had yet to see
another folder as thick as mine. At the time, PUMC was the best public hospital in Beijing, and
the most expensive, too. So, obviously, if my parents could send me there—keeping me this side
of “unrevivable”—they had to have been at least lower middle class financially. In later years my
mother often commented that our family’s living standards slipped steadily downward when my
hospital treatments began costing so much. This attribution of the family’s decline to my
illnesses was, I think, my first encounter with unjust accusation. I say this because, beginning
from age four, although I was never very strong, I did not get sick anymore. Other children my
age were always getting infectious diseases, but I never did. Yet our family’s living standards
drifted downward anyway—so it’s hard to argue a causal relation.The main reason for our
declining living standards was war. The years from 1944 to 1949 (the final years of the war with
Japan plus the years of the civil war) were the toughest for us. I remember how every year in
autumn, right before school began, my mother had to run around trying to pawn things or to
borrow money in order to scrape up our school tuition. Getting past the opening day of school
was always a challenge, but we never did, in fact, miss a day of school. At Messenger Alley our
whole family—two parents, five children, a grandmother, and an aunt—squeezed into two
bedrooms of a total of about 325 square feet, where we lived more or less like war refugees. We
children never understood our family finances, because Mother sealed this information from us.
She was especially careful not to let any of her money worries leak to us, because she was
afraid of distracting us from our studies. Occasionally—when she looked anxious or suddenly
went rushing around—we could sense her tension. But we didn’t know the reasons, and
eventually the tension went away. She drew on her own inner strength in order to carve out and
protect a miniature stress-free world for us.In the fall of 1948 the civil war reached Beijing. The
city came under siege and commodity prices shot up, sometimes several times in a day. This
caused people to hoard, which made everyone, both hoarders and nonhoarders, very nervous.
Mother still tried to protect our separate little world at home, but I was twelve now, and she could
no longer keep everything from me. I could see the hazards for myself. Many of my classmates
and other children in the neighborhood were helping their families to make money to get through
the tough times, even as they continued with their schooling. Some did part-time labor; others
peddled goods. This caused me, too, to feel a pressure to bear my share of the family burdens. I
came up with the idea of hawking newspapers.One day in November, around 4:00 p.m., I went
to the outlet of the China Evening News and bought fifty copies of that day’s paper at the
wholesale price. Then, imitating paperboys I had seen, I walked north along East Fourth Avenue



shouting, “Read the paper! Read the paper!” “Hurry and read the Evening News!” “Get all the
important war news!” I was naturally gifted with a loud voice, the war news was indeed vital, and
people did care about it, so the papers sold quickly. By the time I reached Jiaodaokou I had only
one paper left. I decided to take it home and read it myself. In a bit more than two hours I had
earned approximately enough money for one meal plus a newspaper. It was the first time in my
life I had made any money. I handed the profit to my mother. She, though, was not enthusiastic
about my being a paperboy, so that day marked both the beginning and the end of my career in
that line. People who knew me were surprised (I myself was a bit surprised) that a scrawny kid
like me, who normally did not talk much, all of a sudden found the nerve to go out on the street
bellowing “Hurry and read the war news!” This facet of my character seems to have remained
dormant for a number of decades. Not until the 1980s, when the government formally charged
me with “inciting the public,” did it reappear. When the government accusation arrived, it caused
me to recall that strangely audacious paperboy. Inciter of the public? Hmm …The problem was
that my early home environment contained nothing that remotely resembled “incitement of the
public.” Father’s philosophy was “stay away from every political party.” This was not from fear, not
from a wish to lie low for self-protection; it was just the way he was. His attitude toward us
children was similar: ask nothing, say nothing. He almost never had anything to say about our
studies, our character, or our social activities. He was true to his word never to join a political
party, but when we showed interest in political organizations he expressed no disapproval,
either. We had, in short, no support from him as we made our ways in life—but no opposition,
either. His watchword seemed to be “Less is more.” His friends called this “transcendence,” but
my mother thought it was laziness. In fact these two analyses may not be too far apart. The
traditional Chinese ideals of “emptying one’s will of desires” and “rising above the fray” may, in
the end, have much in common with laziness and avoidance of trouble.Mother’s attitude, in
contrast, was always to dive in. This difference between my parents had its internal logic. In
those troubled times, no family of modest means could have survived if both parents had
decided to “rise above it all and take no action.” So one might say that it was Mother’s bent for
involvement that made Father’s transcendence possible; or, put the other way, that while Father
was transcending, Mother had no choice but to dive in.Mother was much more skillful at social
relations than Father. She was, first of all, a polyglot. To us children she spoke standard
Mandarin, but with Father she spoke the Hangzhou dialect. She could speak Shanghainese and
Sichuanese, too. She was also the only one in our family who could handle a musical instrument
—the accordion. The rest of us were helpless with musical instruments. Mother’s social skills
made her the family’s “foreign minister.” She could take the pulse of what was going on around
us. When any trendy new term appeared—in daily life, politics, or anything else—she knew it
first. In later years, when I began to run into political problems, she could sniff out much of what
something was all about even before I began to explain it to her.Although Mother was very
assertive with us children, she was not frightening, because we all could see that her only motive
was that we do well, especially in school. She was always happy when we did well on tests, and



doing well on tests was never anything that we found especially hard to do.My siblings and I had
different interests and seldom fought over who got what. My three sisters were close in age and
usually played together, staying separate from my elder brother and me. My brother was much
stronger than I physically and had a broader range of activities and a different group of friends.
We went to the same school for ten years but didn’t do much together. I was not, in sum, very
close with any of my siblings, but we didn’t get into each other’s way, either. Mother showed no
signs of favoritism among us. She very seldom resorted to spankings, and I cannot remember
ever getting one myself. My sole memory of serious punishment from her is of one day—I think it
was in 1945—when my brother and I went out to see a movie and didn’t come home until late at
night. Mother was furious, and our punishment was to stand facing a wall without moving. It was
not that she disapproved of movies; she was afraid of the danger in our staying out after
dark.She was right that Beijing in those days was not safe at night. Most of the alleys had no
streetlights—or just a few, scattered here and there. The nighttime security forces were
watchmen who patrolled around banging on bamboo cylinders. We children were warned about
kidnappers who abducted children to distant cities for sale. In local slang these kidnappers were
called “flower patters,” because the way they took control of children, it was said, was to pat
them on their heads with a kind of drug that immediately befuddled their minds and caused them
to follow the flower patter. Those words—“flower patter”—terrified me when I was little.
Whenever I went out alone, I stayed as far as possible from the itinerant junk collectors who
wandered the streets. It was said that there were flower patters among them.One way of
avoiding robbery in dark alleys, in those days, was to sing Peking Opera, or some other tune, in
a very loud voice as one walked along. Both children and adults used this method. The theory
was that if a mugger did his thing, the singing of course would stop—and that would alert
neighbors, who could come to the rescue. This method may or may not have worked, but in any
case it was common to hear Peking Opera in the alleyways, and love of opera was not the
reason for it. It was all about boosting confidence. I did not use this “opera method” myself,
because I invented my own, different method. This was to walk—strictly, without exception—
close to the walls that lined Beijing alleys on either side. These were the dark areas, in the
shadows, where the muggers themselves normally skulked around. My theory was that if I
walked there the muggers would think that I was a mugger, too, and, since muggers are usually
wary of other muggers, would leave me alone. Even now, whether on foot or on bicycle, I have a
habit of sticking close to walls. This must be an unconscious vestige of that youthful
“invention.”Other than the occasional hawker’s cry or song for mugger deterrence, the streets of
Beijing in the 1930s and early 1940s were usually dead quiet both day and night. Daily life for
most people, especially in the lower classes, was not much different from rural life. The city’s
population had grown beyond a million, but living conditions in many ways were primitive. The
unpaved alleys, as the locals said, “without wind, were three feet in dust; with rain, were a
streetful of mud.” Our address at Messenger Alley in the Western City was less than two miles,
as the crow flies, from where the throne of the emperor had been—but we had no running water.



Our drinking water came from a hawker who arrived every morning with his wooden tanker cart
and who collected a fee once a month. Every family kept a large vat for drinking water. The
alternative was to visit a nearby well to draw water, just as people in rural areas did. But we had
no reason to feel sorry for ourselves, because the imperial palace had no running water, either.
Water for the emperors had also been delivered by wooden tanker cart. Imperial water differed
only in that it came from a special source—Jade Spring Mountain—that was reserved
exclusively for the emperor’s clan. When the empire collapsed, the tradition of delivering Jade
Spring Mountain water to the highest rulers of the land did not. It persists to this day.There were
no sewers, either. At Messenger Alley we poured wastewater onto the base of a large tree. We
took for granted the tree’s ability to recycle. In winter, when the ground froze, the recycling
function froze with it, and wastewater ice of various colors accumulated, layer upon layer, in one
great sheet at the base of the tree. Many years later, when I read in the professional journals that
comets are formed of dirty ice, that multicolored slab at Messenger Alley always sprang to mind.
Looking at beautiful comet tails in the high heavens, I could not help thinking that they carried a
certain stench.In winter, coal dust was another source of pollution. People burned lumps of coal
to heat their homes, and many dumped the ashes onto the streets, where eventually they formed
great piles. In some places these mounds rose to a foot or two higher than the foundations of the
houses. Coal dust is primarily silicon dioxide, which is extremely fine and light. When vehicles
passed by the dust would fly up in the air and take a long time to settle back down again, turning
Beijing, one might say, into the original Silicon Valley. My parents had been married in the south,
where coal dust was not a problem, and they had chosen white furniture as their nuptial theme.
Their tables, chairs, beds—even the little beds for us children—were white, or cream-colored.
After its baptism in silicon dioxide, all this lovely furniture turned to a dignified Beijing gray.
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Robert Ray, “A must read about China and freedom, and how to live a life. A wonderful book by a
remarkable man. Perhaps the most amazing thing is that he and his wife managed to enjoy life
and keep a positive attitude in spite of all the tribulations and punishments meted out by the
government. Although Fang was not religious you could say he lived a Christian life, much more
so than many professed Christians (like Trump) here. Somewhat surprising is the picture of
Deng Xiaoping as a Party thug (people forget that he ordered the Tiananmen Square
massacre). Sad is Fang's accurate forecast that China would forget the massacre within a few
years.There should however be a trigger warning for some our more sensitive souls - Sanders
supporters and other socialists, those who believe in the government,.. The book will frighten
you with ideas like freedom for individuals, and deluge you with multiple accounts of government
thuggery, brutality, stupidity and total incompetence, like the Beijng police department's
exhortatory banner "Struggle hard to fill this year's plan for the number of traffic deaths." My
favorite was the central Party decision to show all the Party cadres the evil of Fang's ideas, so
they made up a 200 page book of his speeches and sayings, printed 500,000 copies and sent
them to every Party branch in the country, making Fang more famous and spreading his ideas
across the country.”

McQueen, “To Understand China. The wit, grace and charm of Fang's memoir - and Perry Link's
wonderful, thoughtful translation - make this a very engaging book to read. Because Fang
comes out of this whole cultural revolution mess with enlightenment, perspective and a doubling
down on science as democratic free inquiry, his lack of bitterness (though deserved) adds so
much credibility to his tale.”

glasfitz, “I have the greatest admirationfor this man and am cettain that (given the .... An
increadible story of life and suffering and survival in a brutal dictatrchip. I cannot decide if the
author h enourmous courage or is completely oblvious of his actions and likely consecuence.. I
have the greatest admirationfor this man and am cettain that (given the populationof China) he
is one in a billion.sorry about spelling”

esmart, “Beautifully written. A moving story. Page turner.....true life story.....a highly educated
man and wife survive brutal treatment in early years of communist China.....you must read this to
believe it---testament to the power of educated people to change the world. Beautifully written.
A moving story.”

Carl O. Trindle, “A hero of the people. You want a new hero - Fang Lizhi gives you China from the
inside, from a man whoo was never bowed, never afraid to follow the evidence. He takes his
place with Andrei Sakharov among those I most admire, who was brave and true and paid a
price.”



Geoffrey Q. Fox, “Buy it! You won't regret your decision.. An excellent book that probes the
struggle of an intelligent man whose mind is in conflict over the sovereignty of the collective
versus the individual, the irrational versus the rational. A lucid read concerned with why we
believe what we believe. Bought additional copies for my son and son-in-law.”

Madonna King, “The struggle continues.. This was very well written. I am amazed and yet I
know that this was all going on during my lifetime. The struggle must be huge and still going on
today.”

DavidM, “It's amazing what he went through. His memoir gives a picture of life in China from the
cultural revolution up to the present. It's amazing what he went through.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Helpful insight. Really enjoyed learning more about the situation in
China through the life of Fang Lizhi. Helpful to understand the current political landscape.”

Ebook Library Reader, “who is a great scholar of Chinese language and civilization. The book
“The Most Wanted Man in China” is the autobiography of a distinguished Chinese Physicist,
Fang Lizhi, who worked in several areas of theoretical physics, mostly in Relativity and
Astrophysics. The book is written in Chinese and is translated by his close friend- Perry Link,
who is a great scholar of Chinese language and civilization. The book describes his own
experiences and the conditions of scientists in China during the period 1940’s- 1990 till he
escaped from China to the USA. The Communist revolution took place in China during the
period Fang Lizhi was growing up, and he was among the many Chinese scholars who were
swayed by the wave of Communism in China. The book describes the difficulties that Fang Lizhi
faced in pursuing Science in China despite the fact that he was an active member of the
communist party from a very early age, and continued to do so for many years till he was
expelled from the party.His childhood, parentage and schooling are described very briefly, as he
claims it to be rather usual of the period. He became keenly interested in Physics during his
school days itself and started to do his research in the University of Peking. The most engaging
descriptions in the book are how Fang Lizhi and many of his colleagues, including his wife- Li
Shuxian, were forced to work in remote villages working with the farmers in the fields. This was
when suspicion arose on his loyalty to the communist party, but Fang Lizhi maintains that more
than any kind of revolt, it was rather a matter of his writing some concerns to the Central
leadership. On the first occasion that he was sent for field work in villages, he came back to
academics after spending more than a year in a remote village and joined the University of
Science and Technology of China. From time to time he was troubled by the Communist regime
of the Chinese Government suspecting that he was working against the policies of the
Communist Party. Several times he was sent away to do labour work in factories and alike. But
he always came back to the University and worked very hard to produce good research in



physics in which he was greatly interested. In the process of being sent to rural areas, he was
separated forcibly from his wife for many years. However, he at a very early age, rose to become
the Vice President of the University. During this period, he published a large number of papers
and produced a large number of students who continued his work.During his Professorship in
the Chinese University of Science and Technology, he received many invitations from abroad,
and he managed to visit Cambridge and many other places in Europe and even Pakistan. He
never came to India. But, he was aware of the ancient work of science in India. He tried to
compare the ancient work done in science in China with modern science and came to the
conclusion that the older Chinese science was really not a science in the real sense, similar to
what was developed in Europe from the time of Copernicus and Kepler.All the time harassed by
the communist regime in China, he decided to leave China and took refuge in the US embassy
where he stayed for about a year. After many negotiations between the US Ambassador and the
Chinese Government, he was allowed to leave China and he left China by special American
military plane. He arrived in Cambridge and stayed there for six months and later went to USA to
work in the Princeton University, from where after a year he shifted to Arizona to work as a
Professor of Physics in the University of Arizona at Tuscan. It is interesting to note that the Head
of the Department of Physics in the University was an Indian, Dr. Sumit Mazumdar, who gave
him all the support for his work. In this University of Arizona at Tuscan, Fang Lizhi published 162
research papers and helped many students in China to come to USA and work with him. He
died in a hospital in Arizona of “valley fever”, a rare lung disease. He always tried to show that
the science of Physics is universal and there is no such thing as Chinese Physics. At Arizona,
he had a very successful and fruitful stay but the most unfortunate event which occurred was the
death of his younger son, Fang Zhe, in a car accident in 2007.The book describes in great detail
the troubles faced by scientists and all intellectuals in the communist regime of China, in a
period famously called as the “cultural revolution”. After reading this book, one feels that the
conditions for developing science were far better in India and the British treated the Indian
scientists with great dignity.The book is a must read for all scientists in India specially those who
often glorify ancient Indian science. The Indian scientists should appreciate that modern
science in the real sense came to India with the British and that the rulers never harassed any
scientist. Even the nationalists like Jagdish Chandra Bose and Prafulla Chandra Ray could carry
out their work without much hindrance. Significantly it was an Englishman of the Madras Port
Trust, who encouraged Ramanujam and arranged to send him to Prof. Hardy in Cambridge. It is
because of him that Ramanujam could do his epoch making work and attain world fame. After
the British left India, the Indian Governments, specifically under the leadership of Pt. Jawaharlal
Nehru, helped and encouraged the scientists to promote science in India.The book is published
by Henry Holt and Company, New York.  The book is priced at US $32.00.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 25 people have provided feedback.
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